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Abstract
Among L#evy processes with unbounded variation, we distinguish the abrupt ones, which are
characterised by in,nitely sharp extrema. Stable processes with parameter ¿ 1 and creeping
L#evy processes are abrupt. We give a characterisation of abrupt processes and study their Dini
derivatives at all points of their trajectories.
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1. Denition, characterisation and examples
Throughout this paper, by X we denote a L#evy process with unbounded variation
which has a possibly ,nite lifetime. We can suppose that, almost surely, all trajectories
are c6adl6ag (right continuous and left limited). All the properties we will state will be
valid almost surely. This will be implicit almost-always.
All results of this section will be proved in Section 3.
Let Max be the set of times of local maxima of X :
Max = {t: ∃¿ 0 ∀s∈ ]t − ; t + [: Xs6Xt or Xs6Xt−}:
Because X has unbounded variation, it visits ]0;∞[ and ] −∞; 0[ immediately, and
consequently trajectories are continuous at all points of Max.
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We use the traditional notations for Dini derivatives, which are
D−Ft = lim
→0−
Ft+ − Ft−

; D+Ft = lim
→0+
Ft+ − Ft

;
D−Ft = lim
→0−
Ft+ − Ft−

; D+Ft = lim
→0+
Ft+ − Ft

:
Denition 1.1. We say that a L#evy process X with unbounded variation is abrupt if
the right and left derivatives at any local maximum are in,nite, i.e.
∀t ∈Max D−Xt =+∞ and D+Xt =−∞
Example. It has been known for a long time that Brownian motion satis,es the above
properties, see for example Dvoretzky et al. (1961).
Remark 1.2. By a classical time reversal argument, we see that X is abrupt if and
only if −X is. Thus, the abrupt character is visible not only on maxima, but also on
minima.
Theorem 1.3. Let X be an in5nite variation Levy process. X is abrupt if and only if
∀a¡b
∫ 1
0
P
[
Xt
t
∈ [a; b]
]
dt
t
¡∞:
Example 1.4. Let X be a stable process with parameter ∈ [1; 2]. X is abrupt for
∈ ]1; 2] but not for = 1.
Example 1.5. If X creeps upward or downward then it is abrupt.
2. Dini derivatives along abrupt trajectories
Results announced in this section will be proved in Section 4.
2.1. Dini derivatives at record times
In this subsection, we suppose that X dies at a time  (this time has an exponential
distribution). As we deal with local behaviour, everything that we state for killed L#evy
process could be easily generalised to unkilled ones.
We denote by St = sup{Xs: s6 t} the suprema process. The record times set: {S =
X }= {t: St = Xt} is a regenerative set and we can de,ne on it a local time L that we
normalise by E[L] = 1.
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Theorem 2.1. If X is an abrupt process, then we have
∀t dL-a:e: D−Xt =+∞; D+Xt =+∞; D+Xt =−∞:
We denote by Jt = inf{Xs: s∈ [t; [} and by C = {S = X } ∩ {X = J} the set of global
increase points. We know, thanks to Fourati (1998) that, when C is not empty, it is a
regenerative set without isolated points. So we can de,ne on it a local time which we
denote by dLc.
Theorem 2.2. If X is abrupt and if it has increase points, then we have
∀t dLc-a:e: D+Xt = D−Xt =+∞:
Corollary 2.3. If X is an abrupt Levy process and if it has increase points, then for
all s∈R, the process (Xt + st)t¿0 has increase points.
Remark. The property announced in the last corollary above is peculiar to abrupt
processes. For example, the symmetric Cauchy process (which is not abrupt) does not
have increase points, but if we add to it a positive drift, then it gains some increase
points (see for example Fourati, 1998).
Theorem 2.4. If X is an abrupt process then, for all t in {S = X } such as t is not
left isolated nor right isolated in {S = X }, we have
D−Xt =+∞ D+Xt =+∞
Corollary. An abrupt Levy process cannot have a 5nite derivative, either at the left,
or at the right.
This is not obvious: some L#evy process with unbounded variation can have ,nite
derivatives, cf. Bertoin (1994, Theorem 2).
2.2. Classi5cation of time-points
At any point of a trajectory, there are four Dini derivatives. If each of them could
take its value independently from the other three, this would give many combinations.
In reality, in the abrupt case, only a few con,gurations are allowed.
Denition. The “generic” values of Dini derivatives are:
+∞ for D− and D+
−∞ for D− and D+
A time t associated with a trajectory is called generic if all the four Dini derivatives
take their generic values at t.
Examples. Because each ,xed time is a.s. generic we have: for all trajectories a.s.,
the set of non-generic points is Lebesgue-negligible. Moreover, each jump time is a
generic time.
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Theorem 2.5. Let X be an abrupt Levy process without increase point or decrease
point. For all trajectories a.s., for all t, only one of the three following con5gurations
is valid:
(a) t is a generic point.
(b) t is a local maximum or a local minimum.
(c) One and only one of the four Dini derivatives does not take its generic
value at t.
We recall that a L#evy process cannot have both increase and decrease points. Moreover,
when the Brownian component is zero, then it has neither increase nor decrease points
(for details see Fourati, 1998).
Theorem 2.6. Let X be an abrupt Levy process that has increase points. For all
trajectories a.s., for all t, we could have either (a), or (b), or (c) or this last following
con5guration:
(d) D−Xt =+∞; D+Xt =+∞,
D−Xt ¿−∞; D+Xt ¿−∞.
Remark. Con,guration (c) could be divided into two cases:
(c1) The Dini derivative which is not equal to its generic value is in,nite.
(c2) The Dini derivative which is not equal to its generic value is ,nite.
Theorem 2.1 shows that the set of points checking (c1) is far from empty. However,
a priori, it is not excluded that, for peculiar L#evy processes, no points satisfy (c2).
In the same way, con,guration (d) could be separated into subcases, depending on
the ,niteness of D−Xt and D+Xt .
3. Proofs for Section 1
3.1. Notations
We regroup here all the notations used in this section, even notations which have
already been introduced.
For convenience, we suppose throughout this section that X dies at a time  which
is exponential with parameter 2q. By convention, the cemetery point does not belong
to any borel set, so
P[Xt ∈ [− rt; 0]] = P[Xt ∈ [− rt; 0]; t ¡ ]6 exp(−2qt):
Theorem 1.3 can be rewritten: X is abrupt if and only if
∀a¡b
∫ ∞
0
P
[
Xt
t
∈ [a; b]
]
dt
t
¡∞:
(The integral above could explode only at zero).
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There exists a global maximum time  and a global minimum time :
 = sup{t: ∀s¡ Xs6Xt};
= sup{t: ∀s¡ Xs¿Xt}:
We denote X ↑ = (X+t − X; t¿ 0) and X ↓ = (X+t − X; t¿ 0).
We denote by
L the local time of the record time set {S = X }, normalized by EL = 1.
k the right continuous inverse of L.
H the ladder height process: H = Sk.
We know that (k; H) is a killed two dimensional subordinator. We denote by ‘ the
Laplace exponent of k.
In all the sequel r will be a positive real. We note by X r the process X rt = Xt + rt.
All objects indexed with r refer to X r . For example Srt =sup{X rs : s6 t}. We have the
following inclusion:
{S = X } ⊂ {Sr = X r};
which implies: 6 r .
3.2. Generalities about embedded regenerative sets
Here we use Bertoin’s work (Bertoin, 1997a). Let us begin with a short review
of his results, then we explain how they relate to our problem. Proofs will be given
afterwards.
Notation. If A is a subset of R+ and T is a positive time, we denote
TA= {(s− T ) ∨ 0: s∈A}:
Let A be a random set and (Ft)t¿0 be a ,ltration such that the characteristic function
of A is adapted to (Ft)t¿0. We say that A is a regenerative set in (Ft)t¿0 if for
every stopping time T left isolated in A, TA is independent from FT and has the
same distribution as A.
Let A and B be two regenerative sets in the same ,ltration (Ft)t¿0. A is embedded
in B if A ⊂ B a.s. and if for every stopping time T left isolated in A, (TA; TB) is
independent from FT and has the same distribution as (A; B).
The regenerative sets A and B can be characterised by their Laplace exponent  A and
 B. J. Bertoin shows that if A is embedded in B then the ratio ( A= B) is the Laplace
transform of a measure  on R+ (J. Bertoin proves also that the converse is true).
3.3. Our particular case
We easily check that {S=X } is embedded in {Sr=X r}. The Laplace exponent ‘ and
‘r characterise k and kr , and consequently they characterize {S = X } and {Sr = X r}.
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Thus (‘=‘r) is the Laplace transform of a measure  on R+ and:
lim
!→∞
‘(!)
‘r(!)
=  {0}¿ 0:
We will show that this limit is positive if and only if dLdLr and we will see that
this absolute continuity is linked to the abrupt relief.
3.4. Canonisation and proof
In this subsection we work in the canonical space. " denotes the set of c6adl6ag
trajectories with lifetime , X is the coordinate process and F is the -,eld generated
by all (Xt). We take a probability P on (";F) that makes of X a killed L#evy process
with unbounded variation. We de,ne t as the translation operator: t!s = !t+s.
We note by (Ft)t¿0 the right continuous and complete ,ltration of the past, and O
the optional -,eld associated to this ,ltration. We note by F the -,eld of all the
events before , i.e. the -,eld generated by all the r.v. Z where Z is any optional
process.
Lemma 3.1. The event { = r} is independent of F.
Proof. We know that X ↓ is independent of F. Moreover,
{ = r}= {∀t ∈ ]0; − [ ∩Q X ↓t 6− rt}
where Q denotes the rationals. So { = r} is independent of F.
Proposition 3.2.
dLr5{S=X} = P[ = r]dL:
Proof. If dm is a random measure, we denote by dmO the dual optional projection of
dm, and we refer to Dellacherie and Meyer (1992) for the de,nition of this projection.
Let T be a random time and z a random variable. We denote by 'T the Dirac measure
at time T . The reader could check the following equality:
(z'T )O = (E[z=FT ]'T )O; (./)
simply using the fact that for all process Z O-measurable, ZT is FT measurable and
so: E[zZT ] = E[E[z=FT ]ZT ].
A simple and eKcient way of de,ning the local time is (see Fourati, 1998,
Proposition 0.3.1)
dL= (')O;
dLr = ('r )O:
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Note that dL and dLr satisfy the normalisation imposed because
E[L] = P[¡] = 1 = P[r ¡] = E[Lr]:
Let us calculate
dLr5{S=X} = ('r )O5{S=X}
= ('r5{S=X})O since {S = X }∈O
= (1{=r}'r )O since {S = X } ⊂ {Sr = X r}
= (P[ = r=F]')O from (./)
=P[ = r](')O from 3:1
Proposition 3.3. The following properties are equivalent:
• P[ = r]¿ 0,
• dLdLr ,
• lim!→∞ ‘(!)‘r(!) ¿ 0,
• ∫∞0 P[Xt ∈ [− rt; 0]] dtt ¡∞.
Proof. The equivalence between the two ,rst points comes from 3.2. To show the
other equivalences we are going to rewrite Bertoin’s proof in our particular case. We
note by gt = sup{s¡ t: s∈{S = X }} and Dt = inf{s¿ t: s∈{S = X }}. + will be the
excursion measure of S − X from zero. Let us calculate
1
‘r(!)
=E
[∫ 
0
e−!t dLrt
]
=E
[∫
{S=X}
e−!t dLrt
]
+ E
[∑
s
∫ Ds
gs
e−!t dLrt
]
=P[ = r]E
[∫ 
0
e−!t dLt
]
+ E
[∑
s
e−!gs
(∫ D0
0
e−!t dLrt
)
◦ gs
]
=
(
E
∫ 
0
e−!t dLt
)(
P[ = r] + +
[∫ D0
0
e−!t dLrt
])
=
1
‘(!)
(
P[ = r] + +
[∫ D0
0
e−!t dLrt
])
:
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This calculus shows that the ratio (‘=‘r) is the Laplace transform of the measure  
de,ned by∫ ∞
0
f(t) d (t) = P[ = r]f(0) + +
[∫ D0
0
f(t) dLrt
]
:
We can deduce that  has an atom in zero iM P[=r]¿ 0. So we have the equivalence
between the three ,rst points of the proposition. In order to include the fourth, just
calculate the ratio (‘=‘r) with the well-known formula (Bertoin, 1996, p. 166)
‘(!) = cst exp
∫ ∞
0
(1− e−!t)P[Xt¿ 0] dtt :
We obtain:
‘(!)
‘r(!)
= exp−
∫ ∞
0
(1− e−!t)P[Xt ∈ [− rt; 0]] dtt :
By monotone convergence we see that
lim
!→∞
‘(!)
‘r(!)
¿ 0⇔
∫ ∞
0
P[Xt ∈ [− rt; 0]] dtt ¡∞:
3.5. Assembly
Lemma 3.4.
P[ = r]¿ 0⇔ lim
t→0
X ↓t
t
6− r a:s:
Proof. We already met the following equality:
{ = r}= {∀t ∈ ]0; − [ ∩Q X ↓t 6− rt}:
So, if P[=r]¿ 0 then P[lim0 (X
↓
t =t)6−r]¿ 0. But the Kolmogorov zero-one law,
valid for X ↓, implies that this probability equals one.
Reverse: Suppose limX ↓t =t6− r a:s. Recall that X dies at an exponential time with
parameter 2q¿ 0. Let us call oX , the unkilled L#evy process related to X . It is clear
that in any local maximum t of oX , we have D+(oX )t6−r. Let qX be oX killed at an
independent exponential time with parameter q. We denote by q its global maximum
and de,ne
N = inf{t: oXq+t − qXq¿− rt}:
Because D+(qX )q6− r, the random interval ]q; q + N [ is a.s. non-empty. Take !
as an independent exponential time with parameter q. If we kill qX at ! we obtain a
L#evy process 2qX with the same distribution as X . The probability P[!∈ ]q; q +N []
is positive. Furthermore, !∈ ]q; q + N [ implies that the maximum of 2qXt coOPncide
with the one of 2qXt + rt. Thus P[ = r]¿P[!∈ ]q; q + N []¿ 0.
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Putting together the last lemma and Proposition 3.3 we obtain
Proposition 3.5. Following points are equivalent:
• limt→0 X
↓
t
t
6− r,
• ∫∞0 P
[
Xt
t
∈ [− r; 0]
]
dt
t
¡∞.
We give the symmetric proposition.
Proposition 3.6. Following points are equivalent:
• limt→0
X ↑t
t
¿ r,
• ∫∞0 P
[
Xt
t
∈ [0; r]
]
dt
t
¡∞.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. By a classical argument of localisation we see that X is abrupt
i? lim0+ X
↓
t =t =−∞ and lim0+ X ↑t =t =+∞. By the two previous propositions this is
equivalent to
∀r ¿ 0;
∫ ∞
0
P
[
Xt
t
∈ [− r;+r]
]
dt
t
¡∞:
3.6. Creeping processes and stable processes
We denote
S(dx) =
∫ ∞
0
P
[
Xt
t
∈ dx
]
dt
t
¡∞:
Theorem 1.3 could be formulated like this: X is abrupt if and only if S is -,nite.
We recall that (k; H) is the bivariate ladder process.
Lemma 3.7. S1R+ is -5nite if and only if lim0+ Ht=kt =+∞.
Proof. We can ,nd in Bertoin and Doney (1997) the following equality between
measures on R+ × R+:
t
∫ ∞
0
P[ku ∈ dt; Hu ∈ dx] duu = P[X
+
t ∈ dx] dt
from which we deduce∫ ∞
0
P[Hu − rku6 0] duu =
∫ ∞
0
P[Xt ∈ [0; rt]] dtt =S[0; r]:
Rogozin’s criterion applied to H−rk say that S[0; r] is ,nite iM H−rk does not visit
]−∞; 0[ immediately. So S1R+ is -,nite iM H−rk does not visit ]−∞; 0[ immediately
for all r ¿ 0. But this last property is also equivalent to lim0+ Ht=kt =+∞.
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Proof of Example 1.5. Suppose X creeps upwards, then H has a drift, while k has
no drift (because X has unbounded variation). So lim0+ Ht=kt =+∞ and according to
previous lemma, S1R+ is -,nite. In Vigon (2002) we have proved that, adding a drift
to a L#evy process with unbounded variation does not change its creeping behaviour,
so X r creeps upward and Sr1R+ is -,nite. By its very de,nition, we have Sr[a; b]=
S[a−r; b−r] so S1[−r;+∞[ is -,nite, this is true for all r ¿ 0, so S itself is -,nite
and consequently X is abrupt. If X creeps downwards, then −X is abrupt, so is X
also.
Proof of Example 1.4. Suppose X is a stable L#evy process with parameter ∈ [1; 2].
For  = 1, because of stability, the quantity P[Xt=t ∈ [a; b]] does not depend on t and
so S[a; b] is in,nite for all a; b. Now suppose ¿ 1. Let r ¿ 0, we have∫ 1
0
P
[
Xt
t
∈ [0; r]
]
dt
t
=
∫ 1
0
P[t−(−1=)X1 ∈ [0; r]] dtt
=
∫ 1
0
P
[
06
X1
r
6 t(−1=)
]
dt
t
=
− 1

∫ 1
0
P
[
06
X1
r
6 t
]
dt
t
=
− 1

E
[∣∣∣∣ln X1r
∣∣∣∣ 1X1∈[0;r]
]
:
This last quantity is ,nite because X1 has a bounded density (because its characteristic
function is integrable).
4. Proofs for Section 2
In this section, for reasons of economy, we write M for {t: St = Xt} (which is a
random closed set); then we write:
M Q the set M deprived of its right isolated points.
QM Q the set M deprived of its right isolated points and of its left isolated points.
•M the set of the left isolated points of M .
For simplicity, we suppose again that X dies.
4.1. Behaviour dL-a.e.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. We have to establish the following property: if X is an abrupt
process then we have
∀t dL-a:e: D−Xt =+∞; D+Xt =+∞; D+Xt =−∞:
We begin with a little general theory. For details we refer to Fourati (1998). We note
by O the optional -,eld and by H the -,eld of future increments: H = (t →
Xk+t − Xt : k¿ 0).
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The -,eld Kdef=H ∨ (S − X ) is a “future -,eld” which implies we could de,ne
a projection and a dual projection into K.
The normalised local time could be built by either of the formulae:
dL= (')O;
dL= ('0)K:
Let A= {t: D−Xt = +∞}. This is an optional set (and even a predictable set). So we
have
E
∫ 
0
1A' = E
∫ 
0
1A(')O = E
∫ 
0
1A dL:
By hypothesis, X is abrupt so  does not belong to A and the above quantity is nil.
Let B= {t: D+Xt = −∞ or D+Xt = +∞}. One sees easily that this set belongs to
H. So:
0 = E
∫ 
0
1B'0 = E
∫ 
0
1B('0)K = E
∫ 
0
1B dL:
We recall that dLc is the local time related to the set of global increase points.
Proof of Theorem 2.2. We have to establish that, if X is abrupt and if it has increase
points, then
∀t ∈C dLc-a:e: D+Xt = D−Xt =+∞;
where dLc denote the local times of increase points.
Proof. Suppose X has increase points and that it is abrupt. Let Tc be the ,rst global
increase point. Fourati (1998, Corollary 1.3.4.) shows that, conditionally on Tc ¡∞,
the process (XTc+t − XTc) has the same distribution as (X+t − X). Thus, since X is
abrupt we have D+XTc = +∞. Moreover, the local time of increase points could be
built by the dual projection of 'Tc on the future -,eld K. Then, the same arguing
as in 2.1 allows us to say that ∀t dLc-a:e. we have D+Xt =+∞. By time reversal we
also have ∀t dLc-a:e: D−Xt =+∞.
Proof of Corollary 2.3. Suppose X is abrupt and has increase points, pick s∈R and
denote by X st = Xt + st. Because of Proposition 2.2, there exist t such that D+Xt =
D−Xt =+∞ so D+X st = D−X st =+∞ and then t is an increase point of X s.
4.2. Behaviour everywhere
The proof of Theorem 2.4 requires several steps. Firstly we show that there exists
a bijection between times where the Dini derivatives of X are greater than r and the
left or right maxima of H − rk. Secondly, we use the fact that H − rk does not visit
]−∞; 0[ immediately (this is a characterisation of abrupt processes).
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We denote by 4 the time L, which is the death time of (k; H). For a ,xed trajectory,
the process L and its inverse k allow us to de,ne a bijection () between M Q and
[0; 4[. If t ∈M Q and u∈ [0; 4[ we write
t  u iM Lt = u
or equivalently:
t  u iM t = ku:
For A ⊂ M Q and B ⊂ [0; 4[, we write A  B if their elements are in bijection. For
example, we have
•M  {u: Sku ¿ 0} a:s:
Finally, we write A ( B if the range of A is included in B, and A) B if the range of
A contains B.
Lemma 4.1. Let r ¿ 0. We have a.s:
{t ∈M Q: D+Xt ¿ r} {u: ∀'¿ 0 ∃v∈ ]u; u+ '[: Hv − rkv ¿Hu − rku};
{t ∈M Q: D−Xt ¿ r}) {u: ∀'¿ 0 ∃v∈ ]u− '; u[: Hv − rkv ¡Hu − rku}:
Proof. The ,rst line:
{t ∈M Q: D+Xt ¿ r}=
{
t ∈M Q: ∀¿ 0 ∃s∈ ]t; t + [: Xs − Xt
s− t ¿ r
}
= {t ∈M Q: ∀¿ 0 ∃s∈ ]t; t + [: Xs − rs¿Xt − rt}:
Let t be in this set. As t ∈M Q, there exists u such that t =ku. There exists also s¿ t,
arbitrarily near to t, such that Xs− rs¿Xt− rt, but s is not necessarily in M Q, and this
causes problems. If we put s′=gs, again we have Xs′ − rs′¿Xt− rt (because Xgs¿Xs
and gs6 s). But s′ could be right isolated in M . As X is continuous in s′ and as s′
is not left isolated in M , we could choose s′′ in M Q, suKciently near to s′ such that
Xs′′ − rs′′¿Xt − rt. Thus s′′ = kv. The time v is arbitrarily near to u and satis,es
Xkv − rkv ¿Xku − rku:
Consequently, u= Lt ∈{u: ∀'¿ 0 ∃v∈ ]u; u+ '[: Hv − rkv ¿Hu − rku}.
Reversely, if we pick u in the above set, then it is quite immediate that t = ku
belongs to {t ∈M Q: D+Xt ¿ r}.
The second line:
{t ∈M Q: D−Xt ¿ r}= {t ∈M Q: ∀¿ 0 ∃s∈ ]t − ; t[: Xs − rs¡Xt − rt}
⊃ {t ∈M Q: ∀¿ 0 ∃s∈ ]t − ; t[ ∩M Q: Xs − rs¡Xt − rt}
and this last set is in bijection () with
{u: ∀'¿ 0 ∃v∈ ]u− '; u[: Hv − rkv ¡Hu − rku}:
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When X is abrupt, Lemma 3.7 indicates that H−rk does not visit ]−∞; 0[ immediately.
This kind of L#evy process is very peculiar.
Lemma 4.2. Let Y be a Levy process that is not a compound Poisson and that does
not visit ]−∞; 0[ immediately. We have
{t: SYt ¡ 0}= {t: ∃¿ 0 ∀s∈ ]t − ; t[: Ys ¿Yt}
= {t: ∃¿ 0 ∀s∈ ]t; t + [: Ys ¡Y−t }:
In other words, the set of negative jump times is exactly equal to the set of times
of local right maxima, and it is also equal to the set of times of local left minima.
This lemma is well known, its proof comes directly from the fact that the process
t → inf{Ys: s6 t} has a discrete range.
Proof of Theorem 2.4. We have to prove that, if X is abrupt then
∀t ∈ QM Q; D−Xt =+∞; D+Xt =+∞:
Proof. From the second line of 4.1 we deduce:
{t ∈M Q: D−Xt6 r} ( {u: ∃'¿ 0 ∀v∈ ]u− '; u[: Hv − rkv¿Hu − rku}:
The right-hand set is the set of times of local left minima of H−rk. But from 4.2, this
set is exactly the set of negative jumps of H − rk. The latter is included in {Sk¿ 0}
which is in bijection () with •M . Thus,
∀t ∈M Q\ •M; D−Xt ¿ r:
This being true for all r, we obtain the result. In the same way, using the ,rst line of
4.1 we show that for all t in QM Q we have D+Xt =+∞.
4.3. Classi5cation of time-points for abrupt Levy process
Proof of Theorems 2.5 and 2.6. Let us recall that, for s∈R, X s denotes the L#evy pro-
cesses Xt + st. So we have D−X st = (D−Xt) + s. Thus D−X
s
t =+∞ iM D−Xt =+∞.
One notes also that if D−Xt ¿ 0 then t is a left local maximum of X . If D−Xt ¿ 0
and D+Xt ¿ 0 then t is a local increase point of X .
Suppose X is abrupt, without increase points or decrease points. We need to show
that: if one of the four Dini derivatives at t is not equal to its generic value, and if t
is not a local extremum, then the three other Dini derivatives take their generic values.
Suppose for example that there exist r ¿ 0 such that D−Xt ¿ − r ¿−∞ and that
t is not an extremum. Then t is a left maximum (but not a right maximum) of X r .
So Theorem 2.4 implies D−X rt = D
−Xt = +∞ and D+X rt = D+Xt = +∞. Regarding
D+Xt , if it were diMerent from −∞, then, for a suKciently large s¿ 0, t would be an
increase point of X s. But 2.3 indicates that X s, as well as X , has no increase point.
This is the ending proof of Theorem 2.5.
On the other hand, if X has increase points, the last case is then possible, this gives
Theorem 2.6.
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5. For further reading
The following references are also of interest to the reader: Bertoin, 1997b; Bertoin,
2000; Pitman, 1983; Titchmarsh, 1948.
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